ABSTRACT
previous works that have proposed controlling such costly sensors using simple threshold-based 
43
In this study, we propose the concept of AI-assisted biologgers that use low-cost sensors to 44 automatically detect activities of interest, allowing them to conditionally activate high-cost sensors 45 to target those activities. Although simple threshold-based camera trigger mechanisms are available, 46 e.g., acceleration-based GPS triggers (Brown et al. 2012 ), it is difficult for biologists to capture 47 complex activities of interest with these mechanisms due to the difficulty in creating rules for 48 detecting complex activities using only simple thresholding.
50
These costs can vary depending on the application, with examples including the use of low cost
51
(low bitrate) GPS data to control a high cost (high bitrate) microphone that normally would quickly 52 fill the device's storage, or the use of a low cost (low energy) acceleration sensor to control the use 53 of a high-cost (energy consuming) camera. In this study, we focus on the second of these examples, 54 using acceleration and GPS data to control the use of our logger's energy consuming camera
55
-4 -because biologists' demand for animal-borne video cameras keeps increasing for decades (e.g., Fig. 1 (a) shows an example of how such a logger can be used for seabirds, with the logger attached 59 to the back of a seabird which is then released to roam freely in its natural environment. Fig. 1 (b) 
58

60
shows how this logger can continuously run its low-energy sensors (e.g., an accelerometer) and use 61 these sensors' data to detect important activities, such as foraging. Upon detecting such important 62 activities, the logger can then activate its energy consuming sensor (i.e., a camera) to record the 63 important activity. By doing so, the logger can limit its use of the energy-consuming sensor to times 64 when it is most likely to capture the target activity, increasing its chances for success by extending 
69
In order to robustly detect animal activities using sensor data in the wild, we employ supervised 70 learning to conduct activity recognition on board the logging devices. That is, we start by having a 71 biologist label sensor data from low-energy sensors to identify the activities that he/she wants to 72 record in advance. We then train an activity recognition model for detecting these activities using 73 the labeled data and install the activity recognition model onto the loggers that are deployed in the 74 field.
76
However, since the microcontroller units (MCUs) that can be mounted in small biologgers tend to 77 have limited memory and low computing capability, it is difficult to run computationally expensive 78 machine learning processes on the loggers. In this study, we have developed a computationally
79
-5 -efficient animal activity recognition method based on the random forest algorithm that can run on 80 such MCUs. In brief, our method automatically builds a small decision tree for activity recognition 81 that fits in the flash memory of the MCU while maintaining high activity recognition accuracy.
83
In addition, in order to achieve robust activity recognition, our method also has the following 84 features: (i) robustness to noise, (ii) robustness to sensor positioning, and (iii) robustness to 
104
We begin with a brief introduction to the sensor data loggers used in this study (for more details see
105
Online Methods). Fig. 1 (c) shows a close-up view of the logger, with the camera module located on 106 the far-left end of the logger. Fig. 1 (d) shows an example of the data collected from a chest-107 mounted logger, with the map displaying the GPS data collected and the two inset images showing 108 frames from foraging activity captured by the device. Fig. 1 (e) shows an example of how these 109 devices were attached in the field. In this example, the logger is attached on the back of the animal,
110
with the camera facing forward and the GPS receiver (white square to the rear of the device) facing 111 the sky. Additionally, in some cases the devices were instead attached to the chest of the birds, in 112 order to improve the camera's field of view during foraging activities.
114
Note that because our logger is equipped with a commercially-available MCU and sensors using a 115 simple circuit design (see Online Methods), we believe that reproduction of the logger system using 116 rapid prototyping platforms, such as Arduino, is relatively easy.
118
Activity recognition method
119
Overview
120
Our method is based on supervised machine learning, which can be divided into two main phases: 121 training and testing. This approach assumes that sensor data that corresponds to the data collected 122 by our low-energy sensors can be collected in advance during the training phase. During the 123 training phase, the preexisting sensor data is labelled by biologists to indicate the target activities 124 that should be captured by the loggers' cameras. This labeled sensor data is then used to train the 125 activity recognition models that will be installed on the biologgers for camera control. The testing 126 phase corresponds to the biologgers' use in the field, where the model built using the preexisting -7 -data is used on board the loggers to recognize target activity in real time using data collected by the 128 loggers' low energy sensors.
130
The supervised machine learning method used by our study uses decision trees, in which a 131 hierarchy of simple rules is learned during the training phase that can be used to classify input data 132 vectors during the testing phase based on thresholds learned from the training data. We start with 133 the raw sensor data, which comes from our preexisting dataset in the training phase and from our 134 low-energy sensors during the testing phase. We then divide this raw data into short windows (e.g.,
135
1-second windows), from which we can extract several features from each window that will be used 
146
In order to detect an activity of interest, we must first extract features from the raw data collected by 147 our low-energy sensors. In this study, we extract these features from acceleration data and/or GPS 
169
The acceleration data shown in the first row of 
178
Classification
179
Using the features extracted from the GPS or accelerometer data, we then construct a decision tree 180 that can be used to classify each segment of data into an activity class. Fig. 2 (d) shows an example 181 of such a tree that was constructed using Scikit-learn's decision tree algorithm (Pedregosa et al.
182
2011) using the magnitude-based features shown in rows three and four of Fig. 2 (b) . The white node, immediately reaching a leaf node that assigns the Flying class to the data segment.
-10 - 
221
The memory size of the tree in Fig. 2 (e) was estimated based on the feature sizes listed in Fig. 2 
222
(c), with the letters used to label each node in the tree indicating which feature from Fig. 2 (c) was -11 -used at that node. While freely choosing a combination of several of these features results in an 224 accurate decision tree, it may also be possible to achieve good results when using only a subset of 225 these features. By restricting the use of the costliest features, e.g., kurtosis, it may be possible to 226 reduce the size of the resulting tree while achieving similar accuracy.
228
Reduced cost decision tree
229
Given the need to minimize the size of the feature extraction functions used by decision trees when 230 run on devices such as biologgers, this study proposes a method for automatically generating low- Fig. 2 (f) shows the process used when generating nodes in a decision tree using our method. We 244 start by assigning each feature a weight that is proportional to the inverse of its weight. For 
243
255
Using our method for weighted random selection of nodes described above, we are then able to 256 generate randomized trees that tend to use less costly features. When generating these trees, we can 257 easily estimate the size of each tree generated based on the sum of sizes of all features used in the 258 tree and can set a threshold size for which all trees above the threshold are discarded. Fig. 2 (g) 
259
shows an example batch of trees output by our method where we have set a threshold size of 1000 260 bytes. These trees were generated from the same training and validation data as was used for Fig. 2 261 (e). We can then select a single tree from among these trees that gives our desired balance of cost to 262 accuracy. In this example, we have selected the tree illustrated in Fig. 2 (h) based on it having the 263 highest accuracy among this batch of trees. Comparing Fig. 2 (h) to (e), we can see that our method 264 was able to generate a tree that is 42 percent the size of (e) while maintaining close to the same 265 accuracy.
267
Other functionalities of our logger
268
Our method also incorporates several functionalities that enable robust activity recognition in the 269 conditions encountered during this study. First, we address the need for noise robustness, due to the 270 varying amount of noise that can be introduced into the sensor data stemming from how the loggers -13 -must be loosely attached to the birds via taping the logger to the birds' feathers. We achieve this 272 through data augmentation during the training phase, in which we train our models on multiple 273 versions of our training data that each are altered by adding varying levels of random artificial 274 noise. Next we address the need for robustness to sensor positioning, which stems from how loggers 275 can be attached to birds at different positions and orientations, such as some loggers having been 276 placed on the birds' backs to maximize GPS reception while others were placed on the birds' chests 277 to improve the camera's view of the animals' feeding. We achieve this by converting all 3-axis 278 accelerometer data to net magnitude of acceleration values, removing the orientation information 279 from the data before use in our activity recognition models. Finally, we address the need for 280 robustness to differences in sensor hardware that stems from how the biologgers used in this study 281 must be trained using accelerometer data collected from hardware used in previous years' research.
282
We achieve this by running an online conversion of the sensor data collected on our biologger to 283 downsample our sensor's 16-bit resolution data to match the 8-bit resolution data collected in 284 previous years prior to using the data in our activity recognition models. Further information about 285 these functionalities can be found in the Online Methods.
287
Performance of Proposed Method
288
We evaluated the proposed method by using it to control the video recorded by the biologgers 289 described in the section Sensor data logger when attached to black-tailed gulls from a breeding 290 colony located on Kabushima Island at Hachinohe, Japan. Along with the proposed method, we also 291 deployed one logger using a naive method, in which the logger was programmed to activate the 292 camera in 15-minute intervals. All loggers (naive and proposed) ran the camera for a set 1-minute 293 window after each activation. Altogether 11 loggers were used, with 10 loggers running the 294 proposed method and 1 logger running the naive method. A total of 212 1-minute videos were -14 -collected by the loggers, with 185 videos collected using the proposed method and 27 videos 296 collected using the naive sampling method.
298
The proposed method was trained to activate the cameras during possible foraging activity, which
299
we identified based on abnormal movements during flight that seemed to correspond to diving 300 behavior. These abnormal movements were detected by extracting features from 1-second windows 301 of acceleration data. Additionally, camera activation was limited to movements detected during 302 flight activity by only activating the camera when the bird's movement had recently been classified 303 as flying prior to being classified as foraging, i.e., flying had been detected within the previous five 304 seconds. The acceleration data used to train the decision trees used in our method was collected in 305 the previous year from birds at the same colony using Axy-trek logging devices 
324
between when the camera is triggered and when it starts recording data. As is shown in these charts,
325
while acceleration data can be used to detect the target activity, it is difficult to avoid false positives 326 due to the similarity between the target activity and other anomalous movements in the sensor data.
327
Furthermore, due to the camera delay, it is not possible to film short actions that do not last longer 
376
This is the first study to our knowledge to deploy AI in animal-borne data loggers. Wild animals 377 represent one of the most extreme environments in which AI works in terms of limited space and 378 harsh conditions. We anticipate our work will provide motivation for more widespread adoption of 379 AI techniques on biologgers, both for intelligent sensor control and intelligent onboard data 
394
by the biologging device from a single black-tailed gull from a colony near Hachinohe City, Japan.
